In this paper, we study a strongly damped plate or beam equation. By using spatial sequence techniques and energy estimate methods, we obtain an existence theorem of the solution to abstract strongly damped plate or beam equation and to a nonlinear plate or beam equation. MSC: 35L05; 35L20; 35D30; 35D35
Introduction
We consider the following nonlinear strongly damped plate or beam equation: The main objective of this article is to find proper conditions on f and g to ensure the existence of solutions of Eq. (.). This article uses the spatial sequence techniques, each side of the equation to be treated in different spaces, which is an important way to get more extensive and wonderful results.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section  we provide an essential definition and lemma of solutions to abstract equations from [-]. In Section , we give an existence theorem of solutions to abstract strongly damped plate or beam equations. In Section , we present the main result and its proof. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2012/1/76
We introduce two spatial sequences:
where H, H  , H  , H  are Hilbert spaces, X is a linear space, and X  , X  are Banach spaces. All embeddings of (.) are dense. Let
Furthermore, L has eigenvectors {e k } satisfying
and {e k } constitutes a common orthogonal basis of H and H  . We consider the following abstract equation:
where G :
for all v ∈ X  and  ≤ t < ∞.
Existence theorem of abstract equation
 is bounded and continuous, and DF is monotone, i.e.,
the following assertions hold. () If G = A satisfies (A) and (A), then Eq. (.) has a global weak solution
Proof Let {e k } ⊂ X be a common orthogonal basis of H and H  , satisfying (.). Set
Clearly, LX n = X n , LX n =X n . http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2012/1/76
By using Galerkin method, there exists
for ∀v ∈ X n , and
Lu n in (.). Taking into account (.)and (.), it follows that
We get
Let ϕ ∈ H  . From (.) and (.), it is known that {e n } is an orthogonal basis of H  . We find that ϕ n → ϕ in H  , and ψ n → ψ in H  . From that H  ⊂ X  is an imbedding, it follows that
From (.), (.) and (.), we obtain
is uniformly weakly convergent from that
According to (.), (.), (.) and (.), we obtain that
Let n → ∞. From (.), we get
We set v the following variable:
where w ∈ X  , λ is a real,ũ  = u  if t ≥ , andũ  =  if t < . Thus the equality (.) is read as
and,
In view of (.) and (.), we have
We know that
According to (.) and (.), we obtain that
Since L : X  → X  is dense, the above inequality can be rewritten as 
where ξ = {ξ α ||α| ≤ }, ξ α corresponds to D α u.
Theorem . Under the assumptions (.)-(.), if ϕ satisfies the bounded condition of Eq. (.), for
Proof We introduce spatial sequences 
